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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 Picture Movement 

 
Figure 4.1 kipek 

 

 
Figure 4.2 ngelier 

 

 
Figure 4.3 nyeledet 
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Figure 4.4 mungkah lawing 

 

 
Figure 4.5 agem kanan and agem kiri 

 

 
Figure 4.6 sogok 
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Figure 4.7 ulap-ulap 

 

 
Figure 4.8 nabdab gelung 

 

 
Figure 4.9 nuding 
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Figure 4.10 ngalih pajeng 

 

 
Figure 4.11 nyambir saput 
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Figure 4.12 ngupak lantang 

 

 
Figure 4.13 jeriring 

 

 
Figure 4.14 nyilang tangan 
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Figure 4.15 ngambelang terompong 

 

 
Figure 4.16 ngoyod 

 

 
Figure 4.17 ngerejat 
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Figure 4.18 malpal 

 

 
Figure 4.19 nayog 

 

 
Figure 4.20 nanjek 
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Figure 4.21 piles 

 

 
Figure 4.22 melingser 
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Appendix 2 Picture Costume 

 
Figure 4.23 udeng lembaran 

 

   
 Figure 4.24 geruda mungkur Figure 4.25 bunga mas and bunga kuping 

 

   
 Figure 4.26 rumbing Figure 4.27 badong 
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 Figure 4.28 semayut Figure 4.29 danganan 

 

   
 Figure 4.30 kamen Figure 4.31 pending 

 

   
 Figure 4.32 baju Figure 4.33 saput 

 

   
 Figure 4.34 tutup dada Figure 4.35 angkep 
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 Figure 4.36 celana Figure 4.37 stewel 
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Appendix 3 List of Table 

Table 4.1 

No. Lexicons Phonetic Symbol Category 

1. agem [ʌgəm] Noun 

2. nayog [nʌyɔːg] Verb 

3. Piles [piːləʒ] Noun 

4. nanjek [nʌnjəʔ] Verb 

5. malpal [mʌlpʌl] Verb 

6. nyelier [ŋəliər] Verb 

7. nyeledet [njələdet] Verb 

 

Table 4.2 

No. Lexicons Phonetic Symbol Category 

1. mungkah lawang [muːŋkʌh] [lʌwʌŋ] Noun 

2. Sogok [ʒɔːgɔʔ] Noun 

3. ulap-ulap [uːlʌp] [uːlʌp] Noun 

4. nabdab gelung [nʌbdʌb] [gəlʊŋ] Verb 

5. nuding [nuːdıŋ] Verb 

6. ngalih pajeng [ngʌi:h pʌʤəng] Verb 

7. nyambir saput [njʌmbi:r ʒʌpʊt] Verb 

8.  ngupak lantang [nguːpʌʔ lʌntʌŋg] Noun 

9. nepak dada [ncpʌʔ dʌdʌ] Noun 

10. jeriring [ʤəri:ri:ŋ] Noun 

11. nyilang tangan [njiʌng tʌngʌn] Noun 

12. ngambelang 

terompong 

[ngʌmbəlʌng tərɔːmpɔːng] Verb 

13. Ngoyod [ngɔːyɔːd] Noun 

14. Ngerejat [ngərəjʌt] Noun 
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15. Melingser [məli:ŋsər] Verb 

16. Kipek [kiːpəʔ] Verb 

17.  Nyegut [ɲəgut] Verb 

 

Table 4.3 

No. Lexicons Description 

1.   kipek 

  

The dancer’s head movements to the right and left 

direction.    

2. nyegut Is a nodding motion with strong pressure, accompanied by 

furrowing the eyebrows 

 

Table 4.4 

No. Lexicons Description 

1. ngelier 

The dancer’s eye moves following by neck 

movements in the right and left direction.   

2. nyeledet 

The dancer’s eye movement in the right and left 

direction.  

 

Table 4.5 

No. Lexicons Description 

1. mungkah 

lawang 

The opening movement in which the dancer’s hands 

touch Langse or curtains to face Gong players and 

audiences. 

2. agem kanan The weight is on the right foot, the distance between 

ankles is one hand and the body leaning to the right. The 

right hand is parallel to the eye and the left hand is 

parallel to the chest 
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3. agem kiri The weight is on the left foot, the distance between 

ankles is one hand and the body leaning to the left. The 

left hand is parallel to the eye and the right hand is 

parallel to the chest 

5. Sogok Hand movements that push the elbows to the right or to 

the left 

6. ulap-ulap This movement is a slow waving motion that is seen as a 

salute. 

7. nabdab gelung Hands fingering the headdress (udeng), is a headdress or 

headdress used by dancers to cover their heads 

8. Nuding The fingers point out for something 

9. ngalih pajeng A movement when the dancer mimics the gesture of 

grabbing and throwing pajeng (umbrellas used for 

ceremonies in bali) 

10. nyambir saput The movement of the fingers that dances the tip of the 

saput worn by the palawakya dancers. 

11. ngupak lantang A combination of head, hands, and legs movements 

where the it shows the gestures of walking while 

checking the surroundings.  

12. nepak dada The movement of one of the fingers on the chest looks 

like pressing. 

13. Jeriring Finger movements vibrate to the right and left as fast as 

we can. 

14. nyilang tangan The crossed hand movements are then brought to the 

right and left oblique directions. 

15.  ngambelang 

terompong 

The movement of playing the terompong instrument 

 

 

 

Table 4.6 

No. Lexicons Description 
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1.  ngoyod Is a combination of the body, this movement is a model of 

transferring body weight from the leg right to left leg. 

2.  ngerejat Body movement that vibrates when the dancer performs a 

jig movement in the marching section which is in the 

pengecet section. 

 

Table 4.7 

No.  Lexicons Description 

1. malpal  Is a type of walking movement in Balinese dance with the 

same count as gamelan beats. 

2. nayog Walking movement with hands movements. 

3. nanjek The position of the leg at the time of agem, one of the leg on 

tiptoe. 

4. piles The movement of sliding the heel of the leg. 

5. melingser Is a rotating movement in place resting on one leg. 

 

Table 4.8 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.9 

    No.          Lexicons   Phonetic Symbol     Category 

No. Lexicons Phonetic Symbol Category 

1. baju [bʌʤuː] Noun 

2. celana [ʧəlʌnə] Noun 

3. rumbing [rumbi:ŋ] Noun 

4. danganan [dʌŋʌnʌn] Noun 

5. pending [pəndi:ŋ] Noun 
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     1.  udeng lembaran [udəŋ ləmbʌrʌn] Noun 

     2. geruda mungkur [gərudʌ mʊŋʔʊr] Noun 

     3. bunga mas  [bʊŋʌ mʌʒ] Noun 

      4. bunga kuping [bʊŋʌ kʊpi:ŋ] Noun 

      5. stewel [ʒtəwəl] Noun 

      6. semayut [ʒəmʌjʊt] Noun 

      7. kamen [kʌmən] Noun 

      8. saput [ʒʌpʊt] Noun 

      9. tutup dada [tutup dʌdʌ] Noun 

     10. angkep [ʌŋʔəp] Noun 

     11. gelangkana [gəlʌŋ] [kʌnə] Noun 

     12. badong [bʌdɔːŋ] Noun 

 

Table 4.10 

No. 
Part of 

Body 
Lexicons Description 

1. Head udeng 

lembaran 

udeng is a head band 

made of cloth and has the 

shape of a triangular 

sheet. 

geruda 

mungkur 

geruda mungkur is one of 

the equipment or jewelry 

on the back of the head 

bunga 

mas 

bunga mas is a 

decoration that supports 

the head 

bunga 

kuping 

bunga kuping is a 

decoration that is 

attached to the dancer's 

ears 

Rumbing rumbing has the same 

meaning as earrings that 

are placed on the ears 

2. Neck Badong badong a necessary 

accessory for the 

Palawakya dance 

costume, the badong 

functions as a decoration 

for the neck 
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3. Body semayut semayut is a grip 

danganan/keris 

danganan danganan is a property in 

the form of a keris 

kamen  kamen is a symmetrical 

shape 

  pending pending is a costume 

similar to a belt to adorn 

the dancer's waist 

baju baju is a dance costume 

that covers the body and 

arms of the Palawakya 

dance dancer. 

saput saput is a prada paint 

cloth that has an 

important role as a 

Palawakya dance 

costume 

tutup 

dada 

tutup dada is the part of 

the costume that covers 

the dancer's chest 

Angkep angkep is a costume used 

to cover the shoulders 

4. Hand gelang 

kana 

gelang kana in the 

Palwakya dance it is used 

on the dancer's hands and 

arms 

5. Leg Celana celana is a costume that 

is used on the legs 

Stewel stewel is a decoration to 

cover the trousers 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.11 

No. Lexicons 
Phonetic 

Symbol 
Description 

1. 
udeng 

lembaran 
[udəŋ ləmbʌrʌn] 

udeng lembaran  is a head band 

made of cloth and has the shape of 

a triangular sheet. 
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2. 
geruda 

mungkur 
[udəŋ ləmbʌrʌn] 

geruda mungkur is one of the 

equipment or jewelry on the back of 

the head 

3 bunga mas [bʊŋʌ mʌʒ] 
bunga mas is a decoration that 

supports the head 

4. bunga kuping [bʊŋʌ kʊpi:ŋ] 
bunga kuping is a decoration that is 

attached to the dancer's ears 

5. rumbing [rumbi:ŋ] 
rumbing has the same meaning as 

earrings that are placed on the ears 

 

Table 4.12 

No. Lexicons Phonetic Symbol Description 

1. badong [bʌdɔːŋ] badong a necessary 

accessory for the Palawakya 

dance costume, the badong 

functions as a decoration for 

the neck 

 

Table 4.13 

No.  Lexicons  Phonetic Symbol Description 

1. semayut [ʒəmʌjʊt] semayut is a grip 

danganan/keris 

2. danganan [dʌŋʌnʌn] danganan is a property in 

the form of a keris 

3. kamen  [kʌmən] kamen is a symmetrical 

shape 

4. pending [pəndi:ŋ] pending is a costume 

similar to a belt to adorn 

the dancer's waist 

5. baju [bʌʤuː] baju is a dance costume 

that covers the body and 

arms of the Palawakya 

dance dancer. 

6. saput [ʒʌpʊt] saput is a prada paint cloth 

that has an important role 

as a Palawakya dance 

costume 

7. tutup dada [tutup dʌdʌ] tutup dada is the part of the 

costume that covers the 

dancer's chest 

8. Angkep [ʌŋʔəp] angkep is a costume used 

to cover the shoulders 

 

Table 4.14 
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No. Lexicons Phonetic Symbol Description 

1. gelang kana  [gəlʌŋ kʌn] Made from carved leather 

very beautiful carvings, and 

used on the wrists and arms 

of dancers. 

 

Table 4.15 

No.  Lexicons  Phonetic Symbol Description 

1. celana [ʧəlʌnə] celana is a costume that is 

used on the legs 

2. Stewel [ʒtəwəl] stewel is a decoration to 

cover the trousers 
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Appendix 4 Data of Informant 

Informant 1 

Name : Ketut Keranca 

Age : 80 

Gender : Male 

Education Level : Elementary School 

Occuption : Old Artist 

Adress : Jagaraga Village, Sawan District, Buleleng Regency 

 

Informant 2 

Name : Nyoman Arya Suriawan, S.ST 

Age : 59 

Gender : Male 

Education Level : S1 Seni Tari 

Occuption : Traditional Dance Teacher 

Adress : Jagaraga Village, Sawan District, Buleleng Regency 
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Appendix 5 Observation Permit 
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